




DAY 1

Keynote: Talking from the Heart - The Uluru Statement and the 
Voices of Our Children
Thomas Mayor
“When we have power over our destiny our children will flourish. They will walk in 
two worlds and their culture will be a gift to their country.” – Uluru Statement from 
the Heart

First 1,000 Days - Understanding Your Brain (Virtual)
Nathan Wallis (?????)
In this session, Nathan will present on how our loving day-to-day interactions 
with children, significantly the first 1000 days, plays a critical role in defining later 
outcomes for our children and for their future.  To understand how this structure 
comes about means re-examining your early life and the first 1000 days.

Gurrutu: Walking and Working Together in Two Worlds
????? (Galiwin’ku)
All Yolŋu people are part of an ancient kinship system known as Gurrutu.  Gurrutu 
is how Yolŋu people view and connect to the world they live in and is the past and 
future journey for all children.  The child (Yothu) is placed at its core with immediate 
and extended family expanding outwards. All connected and interrelated. And all 
with a responsibility to the child. CB Galiwin’ku challenged the perception early 
on that Gurrutu only exists outside of work hours by bringing the Gurrutu system 
into its approach to partnership and collaboration. This presentation will explain 
how approaching services and the community through Gurrutu has enabled CB 
Galiwin’ku over time to build trust and shared understanding. The fruits of which 
are now being seen through concrete examples of partnership in action, some of 
which will be explored through this presentation e.g. the Galiwin’ku Child Circle and 
its Yolŋu-led Vision and Voice group Bukmak Djamarrkuḻi Gurruṯumirr that guides 
the direction and priorities of the Circle. In addition, the piloting of a Junior Learning 
on Country program for the Early Years.  A child’s development is everyone’s 
business and Räl mananapanmirr Djäma – a collective and shared responsibility 
between the community and child-focused services and organisations.

Building Collaborative Partnerships
Mildura Primary School and Mallee District Aboriginal Service (MDAS)
This presentation will look at how the partnerships we have built and maintained 
have led to working together collaboratively to ensure all children are treated 
equally and feel loved and safe.

ACCO Leadership Transition Framework




























